APPLYING VENEER
PREPARING
VENEER FOR
GLUING

■
SECURING
VENEER IN
PLACE WITH A
VENEER PRESS
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LUMBER AND VENEER

T

o veneer a substrate pan
el, begin by gluing strips
of veneer onto the panel's
edges. The strips should
overhang the edges by about
½ inch. Clamp the veneer
in place-three-way clamps
(page 331) work well. Once
the glue has cured, trim the
excess with a veneer saw or
a router with a piloted trim
mer bit. Next, veneer the
faces of the panel. If your
veneer is too small to cover
the entire substrate, you will
have to join pieces of veneer
together. The trick is to make
sure that adjoining pieces are
perfectly square so they butt
against each other seam
lessly. The simplest way to

S

pread a thin layer of glue
on one face of the sub
strate panel and place the
veneer on top. (If you used
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do this is to set up a shooting
board like the one shown
above. Sandwich the veneer
between two parallel hard
wood strips and then clamp
the assembly down on top
of a third board that is wide
enough to accommodate a
hand plane resting on its

side. Press down on the top
strip to ensure that the
veneer is pinched tight as
the plane is run along the
edge. Several sheets of
veneer can be trimmed at
the same time. Then join the
pieces edge to edge with
veneer tape.

veneer tape, make sure the
tape is facing up.) Place this
assembly face down on the
base of a veneer press.

Protecting the upper face
of the substrate with wood
pads, tighten the press clamps
one at a time (left); start at the
center and work outward until
a bead of glue squeezes out
from under the panel. Once
the glue has cured, repeat thl
procedure on the other fact.
Then trim the excess flush
with the edge of the subsfndl.

his chapter surveys the mos t
common joints used
in cab i netmaking
from the bas ic butt
joint co the classic
dovetail. For the prac
tici ng woodworker,
the cho ic e of joints
for any given project
can be bewilderi ng.
Seasoned cabinetmak
ers narrow down the
options by consider
ing the strength, user

The chart on pages
252 and 253 describes
Joint Strength
the
relative strength,
250
Butt Joints
advantages and dis255
Dowel Joints
adv
antages, and typ256
Spline Joints
ical applications of
257
Plate Joints
var
ious joints.
258
Miter Joints
Choosi ng a jo i nt
259
Lap Joints
on
the
basis of appear264
Rabbet Joints
ance and ease of con266
Dado Joints
stru
ct i on i s mo re
268
Tongue-and-Groove Joints
subjective. A drawer
271
Mortise-and-Tenon Joints
bu
ilt with hand-cut
272
Dovetail Joints
dovetails (page 282),
280
Box Joints
for
example, may be
286
Rule Joint
sturdier and more visu
288
ally appealing than
one assembled with
For starters, the joints you select mu
st be drawer lock joints (page 269
), but the latter
rong enough to withstand the stre
sses to option is easier to produc
e and sufficiently
ich they will be subjected. The fou
r basic strong for most applicat
i
ons
. On the other
s of stress that joints undergo in
a piece hand, dovetails cut with
a router and jig (page
furniture are illustrated on page
254. And 285) may not look as
goo
d as hand-crafted
explained on pages 250 and 251
, not all joints, but they are equ
ally strong and can
ts are created equal. Some are
inherent be made in a fraction
of
the time.
k, and should only be used if the
y are
Throughout this chapter, you will
find
forced. Others are strong and
reliable, step-by-step descrip
tion
s
of
how
to fash
ofthe shapes of the pieces or
the glue ion many joints. Tips and
summary charts
between them.
provide guidelines on the most app
ropriate
ther factor to consider is a
joint's func jigs and tools to use
to simplify their conost joints have been
developed to ful struction.
, J>articular purpose. Whet
her it has to
Although i n many respects joi ner
t a shelf in a boo
y is a
kcase or connect a sub ject ive art,
the
c
hap
ter
wil
l help you
front to the sides, the
joint you choose weigh the adv
antages and disadvantages of
be appropriate
for the task at hand. many joi
nts.
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joint (page 264).
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End grain glues

T
IEREJOINTS
RIVE THEIR
RENGTH

_

and
These are stron g y
mall
nor
and
le,
ab
reli
cement.
require no reinfor

End-to-face - (or case) Joint

If the parts are shape
• !Cl' to i nterlock, the
joint will have mechanical strength in addi
tion to glue strength. The mortise-and-tenon
is one example. The dovetail joint is another.
Joints that lack both glue strength and

WHEREJOINTS
DERIVE THEIR
STRENGTH

End-to-edge
(or frame) Joint

These joints rely almost
entirely on wooden fas
teners-the dowel or the
spline-for their strength.
Because they
involve end grain,
these joints are
quite weak and
should be avoided
unless reinforced,

These joints
require no glue,
relying entirely
on mechanical
strength.

Edge-to-edge
(or panel) joint

strength
These joints gain which
pe,
sha
their
m
fro
g-gr ain
provides large, lon
es.
ac
urf
gluing s

mechanical strength can be s alvaged by fas
teners. Dado (page 268) and rabbet (page 266)
joints usually rely on fasteners, like screws or
dowels, for additional strength. Splines are
another common way to reinforce a joint.

Dovetailjoint

These joints have excellent
glue strength. Because of
their shape, parts of one
board support parts of
another, giving them excellent mechanical strength.

�
�
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JOINT STRENGTH
STRENGTHS
AND USES
OFSOME
COMMON
JOINTS

DIBECTIONS OF
MECHANICAL
STRENGJTH

AIDS
PROVIDES
GOOD GLUING ALIGNMENT
SURFACES

End-butt

No

No

,

�
'
�
Rabbet

'xtr
Dado

+

No

Somewhat

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

TYPICAL
USES

Useless unless
Requires no
special shaping. fasteners like
nails, screws,
dowels, or
plates (biscuits)
are added.

Building
construction.

Useless unless
fasteners like
nails, screws,
dowels, or
plates (biscuits)
are added.

Joining cabinet backs to
carcases.

Very easy to
cut; adds some
mechanical
strength.

DIRECTIONS OF
MECHANICAL
STRENGTH

PROVIDES
AIDS
ADVANTAGES
GOOD GLUING AL
IGNMENT
SURFACES

Edge-butt

Yes

No

"- -·· �
-�
Tongue--andgroove

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Usually requires Supporting
Easy to cut;
shelf ends.
strong as shelf additional
fasteners.
support.

No

No

Provides clean Difficult to assemble and clamp;
appearance.
usually requires
additional fasteners.

Yes

Yes

Easy to cut
for strength
provided.

Yes

Somewhat

DISADVANTAGES

TYPICAL
USES

Requires no
Difficult to keep Makin
g wide
special shaping. align
ed during panels fro
m
assembly.
narrow boards.

Aligns edges
Requires spewell; unglued, cia
l cutters
permits expan- to ma
ke effision and con- cie
ntly.
traction.
Easy to cut;
glues well.

Unattractive
from edges.

STRENGTHS
AND USES
OFSOME
COMMON
JOINTS

Flooring; rustic-looking
doors.

Assembling
frame comers.

..

��
Miter

�
Box

t

Cl�t
Dovetail

t

�ft
252

Yes

Yes

Adds great
strength;
craftsmanlike
appearance.

Assembling
box comers
and picture
frames.

Utilitarian
appearance;
jig required to
make easily.

Assembling
boxes.

Time-consuming to make; jig
required to
make easily.

Assembling
drawer, bOX.
and chest
comers.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fairly easy
to cut; glues
very well.

Adds great
strength.

Unattractive
from edges.

Time-consum
ing to make.

Assembling
frame comers.

Assembling
frame comers
and joining
legs to aprons.
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JOINT STRENGTH
FOUR KINDS
OF STRESS

-

BUTT JOINTS

W

oodworkers refer to four
kinds of stress: tension,
compression, shear, and rack
ing, as shown at right. The
mechanical resistance of a
variety of joints to these
stresses is shown on pages
252 and 253. When choosing
a joint, consider the antici
pated stress, the mechanical
resistance of the joint to the
stress, and the quality and
area of the gluing surfaces.

Racking
In this direction,
racking craates
shear in the joint.

Racking
in this direction, racking creates
tension at the top of the joint and
compression at the bottom.

Compression
Tends to push a
joint together,
crushing the wood.

ORIENTING
GRAIN

W

ood movement can
affect the durability of
a joint. In the mortise-and
tenon with flat-saw grain
shown (below, left), the tenon
workpiece's maximum expan-

sion is in the direction of the
mortise's minimum expan
sion. Similarly, the mortise
workpiece's maximum expan
sion is in the direction of the
tenon's minimum expansion.

T

he bucc joint is che simple
st joint of all:
One workpiece is simply
cue co abuc
against another. While bucc join
ts chat only
involve long gr ain hav e
good gluing
screngch, chose chac involve end
grain have
very little; they require reinforc
ement.
The simple glued edge-co
-edge joint is
che masc common of the unrein
forced butt
joints. Ic is used to make wide
boards from
narrower stock. The fac e-co-fac
e joint is
used co build up thicker stock
from more
common sizes. Ic is useful when
massive

Shear
Tends to slide

thicknesses are needed,
as in some lat he
wo rk or to ma ke a leg bla
nk. Th e edge-to
face joint is as strong as
the edge-to-edge
joint, and is often used for
attaching face
frames co carcases.
The unreinforced end-to-edg
e joint is very
weak, but may be used to
join the corners
of face frames if the carca
se provides ade
quate strength. Even then,
a pair of dowels
or a mortise-and-tenon wou
ld make a better
joint. The end-to-face join
t should not be
used at all without reinforc
ement.

Face-to-face

Edge-to-edge
(or paneQ joint

(For more on wood move
ment, see page 242.) If quar
ter-sawn stock is used (below,
right) the movement of one
piece more closely matches
the movement of the other.

joint

These joints are relatively
strong because the grain is
properly aligned for good glui
ng.

Little
movement

End-to-edge
(or frame) joint
Minimum
mo�

Minimum
movement
Maximum
movement

End-to-face

Little
movement

Little
'"ri11omont

(or case)
Quarter-sawn grain

The end grain in
these joints glues
very poorly. The joints
require reinforcement.

BASIC BUTT
JOINTS

MITER JOINTS

PLATE JOINTS

P

are

lled biscuit j oints)
late j oints (also ca
.
to lay out and produce
extre mely easy
ot
s
late j oiner cuts sl
As shown on page 134, a p
lied to the
u
oards. Gl e is app
in the mating b
ert
wood bisc uit is ins
slots and a compressedlue
g
t
he
rb
o
a
bs
it
s
u
The bisc
ed into each on e.
t-fit
ring a well-aligned, tigh
an d swell, ensu
runs
the grain of the biscuits
ting j oint. Sin ce
substitute
oints a re an ideal
diagonally, plate j
nal-grain
o
iag
d
g
irin
for spline j oints requ

j oin
a quick way to
spl ines. They also offer
gether.
carcase pan els to
plate j oints
iscuits are thin,
b
h
e
Because t
e
-t
as mortise-and non j oints.
are not as strong
titute when j oining
B ut they are a good subs
er, si n ce the mort ise
plywood pie ces togeth
be used wit h plywood . To
and-ten on can not
thick
rength of a plate j oint in
inc rease the st
b
i
scu
its
th
e
e
r tripl
stock, you can double o
.
ieces
p
t
i
ng
the ma
across the thickness of

A GALLERY
OF PLATE
JOINTS

M

iters create clean joints in which there
is o nly o n e visible line se parating
mating pieces. Miter joints offer a w ay of
wrapping moldings a roun d a corner w it h
out interrupting the surface pro file . Of the
unreinforced joints shown bel ow, the edge
miter is t h e str ongest be caus e it involves
two long-grain surfaces glued together. End
an d face miters are w eak be caus e they
involve end grain.
Dowels, splines, and wood bisc uits c an
e
b us e d t o strengt hen mite r joints that
invol ve end grain, like th e fac e an d en d
miter. If yo u are making a miter-and-spline,

make sure the grain runs diagonal ly a cr oss
the spline . Refer to page 263 for wa ys of
cutting grooves for splin ed miter joints .
Mit ers are quick and easy t o cut, but it
pays to take the time to set up carefully. If
you are cutting mi ters with a handsaw, use a
miter box, a s shown on page 75. The best
power tool for the job is the radial arm saw,
as illustrated on page 151.
The mitered half-lap has the resthetic ben
efits of miter joints along with the strength
of lap joints-a substantial area of long-grain
contact between the mating pieces, allowing
the glue to establish a good bond .
UNREINFORCED
MITER JOINTS

•
Edge miter

Strongest of
the miterjoints
because mating
surfaces involve
only long grain.

�

Face miter
Weak because of end grain;
seasonal movement creates
gaps in joint.

Wood biscuits

rs of com
Football-shaped wafe
gonal grain
dia
with
h
beec
pressed
plate join
by
cut
slots
inserted into
d swe ll,
an
glue
er; biscuits absorb
ring a tightly fitting joint.

ensu

MITER JOINTS
REINFORCED
MITER JOINTS

0
Lock miter
Easy to cut on
router table; aids
in align ment.

Mitered plate joint

Strong and easy to cut
using a plate joiner.

ne of the disadvan
tages of unreinforced
miter joints involving end
grain is their susceptibili-

ty to wood movement. The
illustrations below show
how a face miter can open
when adjoining boards

swell or contract due to
changes in humidity. Use
quarter-sawn stock to min
imize these problems.

HOW FACE MITERS OPEN UP WITH HUMIDITY CHANGES
Original joint

Joint after swelling with

increase in humidity

---------,�
,

I
I

•�,,
I ; "-.Original
joint

Joint after
shrinking with
decrease in
humidity

-

I
I
I

�-----� ·
-

�

Mitered half-lap
Strong and easy
to clamp.

0

Miter-and-spline

A full-length spline
gives maximu m
support; used for
frames and doors.

Mitered dowel joint

Dowels add strength
and aid in alignment.

QUICKT/2______.......,
Positioning a spline
Ifyou are ming a spline
to reinforce a miter joint,
locate the groove closer to
the inside corner (right, top).
Positioning the spline
near the outside corner
(right, bottom) will weak
en the joint and increase
the likelihood that the
groove will break
throug h the outside
faces of the stock.

MITER JOINTS
ANGLES FOR
CUTTING
POLYGONS

-

CUTTING
COMPOUND
MITERS ONA
FOUR-SIDED

BOX

I

NUMBER OF SIDES

MITER GAUGE ANGLE
(If gauge reads 90° at center)

3

6 □•

4

45°

45°

5

36°

54°

6

30

60°

7

25.7°

64.3°

8

°

67.5°

30

°

22.5

SLOPE OF FRAME

as·
so•

75
70°

°

55•

so•

BLADE TILT
FROM VERTICAL

as·

44.75°

78.25

°

44.25°
43.5°

74.5°

42.25°

°

40.75°

71

39°

67.5°

55•

64.25

50•
40•
40•

61°

°

36.75°
34.5°

58.25
55.5

°

29

°

°

53.25

25.75

30•
25•

51 °

22.5°

°

°

°

19

°

15.5°

49.25

°

20
1·5°

47.75

10°
5•

45.75°

7.75°

45.25°

40

46.5

• If miter gauge reads 0° at center, s.

°

C

31.75°

35•

°

he miter-and-spline join
t
is simply a miter joint with
a reinforcing strip of woo
d
the spline-inserted into
a
groove cut in the adjo ining
ends of the miter. You can cut
the joint using only a table
saw, but a tab le-mounted
router with a three-w inged
slotting bit makes the job eas
ier. First, miter the ends of
each workpiece on the table
saw. To cut the grooves on
the router, begin by align
ing the fence over the slotting
Next, press the mitered
end
bit to set the depth of cut.
of the workpiece agai
nst the
Place one of the workpieces
fence and swivel the
miter
flat on the table and butt
it gauge until it butts
against the
against the bit. Adjust the cut
workpiece. Tum on the
router
ting height so the groove will
and groove both ends
of each
be centered on the mitere
d workpiece as sho
wn above.
end of the piece. Make a test
For the splines, cut a stri
p of
cut on a piece of scrap stock
. wood with diagonal
grain or

°

MITER GAUGE ANGLE
(If gauge reads 90° at center)*

a2.25•

T

MITER GAUGE ANGLE
(If gauge reads 0° at center)

11.75°

-

utting the groo ves for
inside comer of the join
t. Rip
installing a spline in an
the groove in each work
piece
edge miter looks complic
at as shown at right.
If you need
ld because the gro
ove s a thicker spline,
rea
djust the
must be perpendicular
to the fence and
depth of cut to
adj oining mite re
d edges . widen the
groove, or use a
Actually, th e
pro c ess for dado
hea
d.
Next, rip the
lllaking this joint is quite
sim spline stoc k to
a thickness
Pie. Tilt the table
saw blade that allo
ws it to slip snugly
lo 45° and be
vel the edges into
the gro ove s. The n rip
Of b oth wo
rkp ieces. Then the
widt h of the spline so
adjust the bl
ade height to that
it is app ro xima tely
lbout one-h
½2
alf the thic k inch
narrower than twice the
� ot the stock an
d posi- depth of the
groove. A pply
1fan the rip fence so tha
t the glue in the groo
e Will be clo
ves of both
ser to the workpiec
es and along o ne

ROUTINGA
MITER-AND
SPLINE JOINT

use plywood so that
it will
slide snugly in the groo
ve,
then trim its width to
slight
ly less than the co
mbin ed
depth of the grooves
in the
two workpieces. Glue
the
miter together. After the
adhe
sive dries, trim off the
excess
spline with a sharp chise
l.
of the beveled edges.
Insert
the s pline and clam
p the
joint together.

CUTTING

GROOVES

FOR SPLINES

LAP JOINTS

L

ap joints are much stronger than butt
joints because each member provides a
substantial area of long-grain surface or
"cheek", which enables the glue to establish
a good bond. The shoulders cut into both
parts of the joint also strongly resist racking
stress. Each type of lap joint has its own uses
and advantages. The half-blind half-lap hides
end grain, while the cross half-lap is often
used in drawer cabinet facings where both
pares must extend beyond the joint. The T
half-lap allows one piece to cap off the ocher.
The dovetailed half-lap achieves the same
objective as the T half-lap, but locks the joint,

-

providing maximum resistance to tension
stress. The full lap is used to join members
that have different thicknesses; it is an easier
joint to prepare since only one of the work
pieces needs to be channeled. The keyed dove
tail half-lap prevents the joining pieces from
separating, but it is a tough joint to cut acru
rately. B?th the angled half-lap and the edge
half-lap are simply modifications of the e:ross
half-lap, with cwo members chat come togeth
er at different angles. Lap joints come in many
highly specialized variations, such as the glaz
ing bar half-lap used to connect the muncins
in multiple-pane window sashes.

AN INVENTORY
OF LAP JOINTS

ANATOMY OF A T HALF-LAP JOINT

Glazing bar haff-Jap

�

Used to conn ect window
sash muntins.

C

AN INVENTORY
OF LAP JOINTS

RABBET JOINTS
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A SELECTION
OF RABBET
JOINTS

Double
rabbet joint
Mitered
rabbet Joint

C

utting a through rabbet
on the table saw requires
a dado head slightly wider
than the desired width of the
rabbet. Attach a wooden aux
iliary fence to the rip fence.
With the saw running, raise
the dado head to cut a relief
notch in the wooden fence.
This notch will house part of
the dado head while cutting
the rabbet. Position the fence
so the exposed part of the
dado head will plow out the
rabbet. Use featherboards
[Ito apply pressure against
the fence and the table. If you
are rabbeting narrow stock,
remember to use a push stick
to complete the pass.
A router is also a good
tool for cutting rabbets-par
ticularly stopped rabbets
because it leaves the least
amount of waste to be
removed. When many iden
tical stopped rabbets must
be cut, the best approach is
to mount the tool in a table
1ulpped with an adjustable
flr.ce. Set the height of the bit
n1 position the fence for the
Ired depth and width of
cut. Draw a reference mark
the fence at the contact
between the workpiece
the bit [ID. Next, place
• •nd-of-cut mark on the
..rface of the workpiec .
.'-n on the router and feeed
Workpiece along the
Until the two m::irl,c, <>rn

CUTTING
RABBET
JOINTS

aligned, then pivot the work
piece away from the fence.
To cut a stopped rabbet
using a hand-held router,
clamp the workpiece to a
work surface and mark the
point where the rabbet should
end. Install a piloted rabbet
bit and position the router on
top of the workpiece so that
the bit rests against the edge
of the workpiece and is
aligned with the end-of-cut
mark. Slide a stop block [!I
against the router's base plate
and clamp it in place. Rout
the rabbet, stopping the cut

I

when the base plate contacts
the stop block, then use a
chisel to square the stopped
end of the rabbet.

RABBET JOINTS

I
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A SELECTION
OF RABBET
JOINTS
Double
rabbet joint

Mitered
rabbet joint

C

utting a through rabbet
on the table saw requires
dado
head slightly wider
a
the
desired width of the
than
rabbet. Attach a wooden aux
iliary fence to the rip fence.
With the saw running, raise
the dado head to cut a relief
notch in the wooden fence.
This notch will house part of
the dado head while cutting
the rabbet. Position the fence
so the exposed part of the
dado head will plow out the
rabbet. Use featherboards
[I to apply pressure against
the fence and the table. If you
are rabbeting narrow stock,
remember to use a push stick
to complete the pass.
A router is also a good
tool for cutting rabbets-par
ticularly stopped rabbets
because it leaves the least
amount of waste to be
removed. When many iden
Ucal stopped rabbets must
be cut, the best approach is
to mount the tool in a table
equipped with an adjustable
fence. Set the height of the bit
and position the fence for the
desired depth and width of
cut. Draw a reference mark
on the fence at the contact
point between the workpiece
Ind the bit [ID. Next, place
an end-of-cut mark on the
� surface of the workpiece.
Tum o n the router and feed
lie Workp iece along the
flnce until the two marks are

CUTTING
RABBET
JOINTS

aligned, then pivot the work
piece away from the fence.
To cut a stopped rabbet
using a hand-held router,
clamp the workpiece to a
work surface and mark the
point where the rabbet should
end. Install a piloted rabbet
bit and position the router on
top of the workpiece so that
the bit rests against the edge
of the workpiece and is
aligned with the end-of-cut
mark. Slide a stop block [ID
against the router's base plate
and clamp it in place. Rout
the rabbet, stopping the cut

when the base plate contacts
the stop block, then use a
chisel to square the stopped
end of the rabbet.

DADO JOINTS

T

-

tile j oints
he dado is one of the most versa
t j oints
be
rab
in cabinetmaking. While
boards ,
f
o
s
e
are used co j oin the ends o r edg
of one
nd
e
e
h
t
e d co fit
the dad o is emp l oy
j oint's
e
h
t
n
I
.
board into the face of anoth er
eceiv
r
he
t
,
o
simplest form, the through dad
e butt
h
t
ept
acc
ing workpiece is channeled to
on
mm
o
c
t
os
m
is is th e
end of the och er. Th
e.
s
kca
oo
b
a
in
j o in t for mounting s helves

os
p
ur
p
d
e
iz
Ocher dadoes have more special
n
o
t
n
i
o
j
the
o conc e als
es. The s topp ed dad
ly
the blind dado not on
e
il
wh
dge
e
t
the fron
s
ent
rev
p
o
als
conceals it on both edg es, but
d.
r
a
kw
bac
r
o
g forward
th e shelf from shiftin
and half-dovetail lo ck
ail
t
ove
d
g
n
The slidi
a
ovetail dad o and add
th e s h e lf into the d
d ecorative couch.

A DELUGE OF
DADO JOINTS

Stopped dado joint
Conceals joint
on front edge
(back edge shown).

Sliding dovetail joint

ANATOMY OF A
THROUGH DADO JOINT

Sliding half-dovetail joint
Used to fix shelves in

Drawer lock joint

Gives symmetrical
appearance when dado
width differs from thick
ness of mating piece.

A DELUGE OF
DADO JOINTS

Drawer side

An easy-to-cut joint that
resists tension (see right).

Rout ends of draw
er sides on end
against fence.

Drawer front

Rout ends of
drawer front flat
on router table.

Blind dado joint

Conceals joint on
front and back edges.

Drawer-lock router bit
Used in table-mounted
router.

L
Tongue-and-dado joint

Locks mating piece into
dado. Gives symmetrical
appearance; resists racking
(see page 112 to cut this
joint on a router table).

Joint
Dado-and-rabbet

dado
Joins parts when
thick·
from
rs
diffe
width
eceness of mating pi

ike rabbet joints, dadoes
can be cut with the table
saw, radial arm saw, or router.
When cutting several through
dadoes in a long workpiece,
such as a side of a tall book
case, the radial arm saw is a
,od choice. The table saw
llso performs well. With long
WWO!kpieces, it helps to install
I long auxiliary fence on the
gauge for added control.
i°Mlit( the location of the dado
the leading edge of each
1iece. Install a dado head

and adjust the depth of cut
(usually one-third to one-half
the thickness of the stock).

Align the dado location mark
with the dado head and make
the cut as shown below.

CUTIING
A DADO

TONGUE-AND-GROOVE
JOINTS

DADO JOINTS

L

ike the ship lap and pan el
join ts, the joint can also
be cut on the table saw equipp
tongue-and-groove is used to
ed
join boards with a dado hea
d.
edge to edge-either with or wit
hout glue.
When used without glue, the
tongue-and
Normally, the groove is one-third the
thickness groove is a good
cho
ice
whe
n
mak
the
ing a cabi
of
stock and centered along the
edge. The net back out of
soli
d
woo
d.
Scre
ws
tongue should fit snugly, but shou
or nails
ld not touch typically hold
the boards in place at the end
the bottom of the groove so that the
s or
seam of along one edge. Wh
en the boards shrink in d
the joint can be drawn tightly toge
ry
ther. The weather, the ton
gues withdraw partially from
joint can be cut using a router with eith
er a set the groove s, but the
boards remain aligned and
of tongue-and-groove bits or a slotting
cutter no through gaps app
ear. When the humidity
for channeling the groove and a stra
ight bit rises, the joints tigh
ten
up again without push
for raising the shoulders on the tong
ue. The ing the cabinet apa
rt.

ROUTING A
BLIND DADO

ANATOMY OF A TONGUE-AN
D-GROO

C

utting blind dadoes is
best done using a
route r and stop blocks.
Mark out the dado on your
workpiece and clamp it
down, positioning the stop
blocks to keep the router's
travel within the outline. The
router bit must be "plunged"
into the stock to start the

cut. Plunge router s are the stock. Turn on the tool
specifically desig ned for and, holding it firmly in both
this. (See page 102 for more hands, pivot it forward until
on routers.) When using a the base plate rests flat on
standard router, the bit must the workpiece. Guide the
be pivoted into the stock. router along the stop blocks
First, pull the router back until the dado has been
the
until its base plate touches cleared. Square up
chis
a
with
rs
come
ed
one stop block and tip it round
back so the bit is clear of el and a mallet.

QUICKT/2.___________,
Reducing tearout

When routing through dadoes or the
open end of stopped dadoes, tearout can
be a problem where the bit exits
the stock. To prevent this, clamp
a piece of scrap stock to the edges
of the workpiece. The top sur
faces of the pieces must be flush.
The pressure of the scrap against
the edge of the workpiece will
minimize splintering.
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I

VE JOINT

Depth
�

Width

Beveled tongue
and-groove

Disguises gap in
joint during dry
weather.

Tongue-groove-and-bead

Disguises gap and
decorates panel
surface.

COMMON
TONGUE-AND
GROOVE
JOINTS

Glue joint

A double tongue-and
groove that aids in align
ing boards and increases
glue area; cut with spe
cial router or shaper cut
ters, or on the table saw
with a molding head.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JOINERY
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MORTISE-AND-TENON JOINTS

T

he mortise-and-tenon is one of wood
work ing's oldest joints. Builders in
ancient Egypt relied upon it to fasten wood.
Large long-grain gluing surfaces give the
joint excellent strength. A pinned or wedged
mortise-and-tenon will even function with
out the aid of adhesives . The basic joint
(shown below) consists of two elements: the
tenon, a projection from the end of one board
and a matching slot-the mortise-in the

mating piece. The tenon can be square, rec
tangular, or round in cross section and it
may be straight or haunched. It may pass all
the way through the mortised member or
stop short of the other side to form a blind mor
tise-and-tenon joint. In addition, the end of the
tenon may be kerfed to accept wedges or pinned
to lock it in the mortise. An assortment of the
most common and useful mortise-and-tenon
joints is shown on the following pages.

Joints used in frame-andpanel constru

ction.

Stub

AN ASSORTMENT
O F M ORTISE
AND-TENONS

Haunched

Used to join rails to stiles
in light-duty frame-and
panel doors.

Used to fill the end of the
panel groove in moderate
to heavy-duty frame-and
panel doors.
�r. .. -'

ANATOMY OF A BLIND MORTISE-AND-TENON
TenCJn piece

-

Mechanically reinforced joints
that do not require glue.

Ir....,_

Tusk

Used in knock
down beds and
trestle tables.

AN ASSORTMENT
OF MORTISE
AND-TENONS

-----'-{)

Pegged

Peg locks tenon
in mortise without
glue; peg shows
on face.

PROPORTIONING A HA
UNCHED TENON

The simplest evolu
tions from the blind
mortise-and-tenon.

Wedged

Open
Also known as bridle
joint. Easy to cut using
only the table saw;
glues very well.

Wedges lock tenon
in mortise without
glue; joinery shows
on edge.

Through

Greater glue area and
strength than blind
mortise-and-tenon.

A:8
Reinforces mortise memb
er
in Wedged joints

Ax3=8
•
Increases gluing surfa
ce in glued
joints that ara not wedged

MORTISE-AND-TENON JOINTS
Router-made joints.

AN ASSORTMENT
OF MORTISE
AND-TENONS

Router bit
clearance hole

Routed

Mortises are easy to cut but,
unless jig is used to produce
matching tenons, ends of
mortise must be squared,
or edges of tenon must
be rounded.

COMMERCIAL
MORTISE-AND
TENON JIGS

Loose

Economical when mortis
es and matching tenons
can be produced easily
and in quantity.

Drill/ press chuck

''
...

.,,, ...

Chisel-and-bit

Router auxiliary base

Joints used to attach aprons or rails to table legs.
Barefaced

Ve,y strong for
joining table
aprons to legs.

I

,,,

I

Offset

Allows longer tenons
when joining table
aprons to legs.

·
·

•
.@
'

�

Used to increase long
grain gluing area and pre
serve strength in mortise
piece when joining drawer
rail to leg or carcase.

Workpiece

I

'
''
''
' '

..

,1

- -,

�

Drill press mortising attachment

Bit enters this slot
to rout mortise.

Workpiece

Cuts mortises. Features a bit that rotates within a square-edged chisel: bit cuts round hole;
chisel squares corners.

.,.

Bit enters this slot
to rout tenon.
0

ts ,sed lo chak comrtructloo.

0

�

..

Routerjig

Round

Used to join chair rails
to legs; allows boring
of angled mortises.

Angled

.. - -- -",
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Jig fence

For routing mortises in the center
of a board edge; base is screwed to
router base while pins butt against
opposite faces of workpiece.

Used to join parts
at angles other than
90 °, as in chairs or
splayed-leg tables.

--- · .... ..

Guides router to cut matching mortises
and tenons; stock is clamped to jig while
jig is secured in a vise. Aligning edge of
workpiece with jig's mortise slot allows
mortise to be routed in one pass (above,
left); positioning end of workpiece under
tenon slot enables tenon to be routed in
two passes (above, right).

.,.
0

0

Workpiece

..
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MORTISE-AND-TENON JOINTS
CUTTING
ABLIND
MORTISE
AND-TENON
BY HAND

A

lthough modern power
tools are great labor
savers in cutting mortise-and
ten on joints, they are not
essential. To cut a blind mor
tise-and-tenon joint by hand,
begin by marking out the
tenon. Set a mortise gauge to
the length of the tenon and
scribe the shoulder line [I] all

the way around the work 
piece. Next, set the gauge to
one-third the thickness of the
stock and scribe the tenon
thickness on the end and
edges of the workpiece as
shown. Stop at the shoulder
lines. Mark out the width of
the tenon the same way. To
saw out the tenon, begin
by clamping the workpiece
vertically in a vise [g]. Saw

lay out the mortise on the
mating workpiece, scribe two
parallel lines along the edge
with the mortise gauge still
set at one-third the stock
thickness. Then use the tenon
as a template to outline the
length of the mortise. To cut
the mortise, first clamp the
workpiece to a workbench.
Then use a mortising chisel
the same width as the mor-

(II

CUTTING
ABLIND
MORTISE
AND-TENON
BY HAND

Mortising chisel

I
line

@]
the thickness of the tenon
first, down to the shoulder
line. Keep the blade on the
waste side of the lines. Saw
the width of the tenon in the
same way. Finally, saw down
the shoulder lines to remove
the waste
A miter box is
useful for long shoulders. To

rn.
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tise to chip out the waste.
Hold the chisel perfectly verti
cal, with its beveled face
toward the center of the mor·
tise. With the flat face about�
inch in from the end line of the
mortise, use a wooden mal·
let to drive the blade about�
inch into the wood. Move the

chisel in about ¼ inch toward
the center of the mortise and
make another cut [!]. Repeat
this process to about the mid
point of the mortise and then
lever out the waste with the
chisel[§]. With the first layer
of chips removed, repeat the
process, start ing from the
other end of the mort ise.
Continue chiseling and lev
ering out the waste until the
mortise is deep enou gh to
acc ommodate the tenon. To
rem ove the ½ inch of waste
rem aining at each end of the
mortise, drive the chis el
straight down at the end lines
With its beveled face toward
the inside of the mortise. Test
fit the joint before glue up.

@]
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MORTISE-AND-TENON JOINTS
MAKING A
ROUND TENON

'

CUTTING
TENONS ON
THE TABLE
SAW WITH
AJIG

clamp it in place with the aid
of support boards. Once the
tenon is cut to the required
length, remove the waste by
clamping the workpiece in a
vise and cutting the shoul
ders with a backsaw. The
mortise part of the joint is
then easy to bore using a bit
of the same diameter as the
dowel cutter.

R

ound tenons are often
used to join the legs and
rails of chairs. They may be
turned on the lathe, but it can
be tricky to achieve square
shoulders and a tenon of pre
cisely the right diameter. A
simpler method is to use the
drill press fitted with a dowel
cutter. Center the workpiece
vertically under the bit and
enons can be cut on the
T
table saw with the aid of a
dado head and a commercial
tenoning jig. In the example
shown below, twin tenons are
being sawn. To lay out the
tenons, divide the width of
the workpiece into fifths.
Clamp the stock end down in
the jig and install a dado head
the same width as the distance between two of the

marks you just made. Set the
depth of cut to the desired
length of the tenons. Since
the twin mortise-and-tenon
is usually a blind joint, the
tenons should be one-half
to two-thirds as long as the
thickness of the mortise
piece. Adjust the tenoning jig
so the first pass will cut the
waste in the middle of the
workpiece. Next, adjust the jig

to cut one outer shoulder.
Turn the workpiece around
and reclamp it to the jig to cut
the remaining shoulder
Once the final shoulder is cut,
the tenon piece may be used
as a template to mark out the
mortises. Chop out the martises using a chisel and a
wooden mallet [g] .

III,

ou can also cut tenons
on the table saw with
only a dado head. In the
example shown on this page,
a haunched tenon is being
cut for a haunched mortise
and-tenon joint. In frame
and-panel construction, the
haunch fills the grooves
at the top and bottom end
of the stiles. The joint itself
is simply a two-shouldered
mortise-and-tenon. When
joining stiles and rails to
enclose a panel, the tenons
are made as thick as the
width of the panel groove,
often ¼ inch (one-third the
thickness of ¾-inch-thick
stiles and rails). To cut the
tenons on the table saw,
Install a dado head slightly
wider than the length of the
tenon. Attach an auxiliary
wooden fence to your saw's
rip fence and notch it to
house a portion of the dado
head. This is done by posi
tioning the auxiliary fence
over the retracted dado
head and slowly raising the
blades so that they cut an
arc into the wooden fence.
Set the cutting height for the
ten on cheeks. To cut the
cheeks, mark a shoulder line
on the leading edge of the
workpiece. Then lay the
workpiece face down in
front of the miter gauge and
align it so the outer edge
of the dado head is in line

Y

with the shoulder mark.
Next, butt the auxiliary fence
up against the end of the
workpiece, turn on the saw,
and cut the first tenon
cheek. Turn the workpiece
over and repeat the pass

height to the appropriate
height for your project. Mark
the width of the haunch
on the leading face of the
tenon, set the workpiece on
edge in front of the miter
gauge, and align the haunch

CUTTING
TENONS WITH
A DADO HEAD

IT]
Auxiliary
fence

to cut the second cheek
[I]. Once the tenons have
been cut on both ends
of the tenon pieces, reset
the fence for notching the
haunch. Adjust the cutting

mark with the dado head.
Again, butt the fence against
the end of the tenon. Cut the
haunches into the tenons at
both ends of each work
piece [g].

[I)
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DOVETAIL JOINTS

T

he eye-catching dovetail joint is a hall
mark of craftsmanship in cabinetmak
ing. It is also one of the strongest methods of
joining two pieces of wood. Its tapered pins
and tails interlock to provide outstanding
resistance to virtually all types of stress
especially tension. For this reason, it is the
preferred joint for connecting the fronts to
the sides of drawers. The joint will hold
together even if the glue fails.

Shown below are four representative types:
the through dovetail, the blind and half-blind,
and two examples of decorative dovetails. As
with most aspects of joinery, the strength and
appearance of the joint depend on the preci
sion with which it is made. The number and
spacing of the pins and tails is a matter of
personal preference; refer to the illustration
at the top of page 281 for information on
angling the pins.

ANATOMY OF A
THROUGH DOVETAIL

DOVETAIL JOINT PIN ANGLES

There are no precise rules for marking the
angles of the pins of a dovetail joint. One
rule of thumb is that the slope of the pins
in hand-cut joints should be 1 in 6 if you
are working with softwood, or 1 in 8 if you
are using hardwood; for router-cut dove
tails, an angle of 7° to go is acceptable with
hardwood, or go to 14° with softwood.
More precision is needed to get a good fit
with dovetails at small angles than with
dovetails at large angles.

Softwoods

.'.
'
.
- -:

l---..9° to 1

6� \

'

4•

Hardwoods

.. .
.
,

.
:--

'
\'-. 7° to9•
8.J •

.
'

;:

.:-.

.

''
'

Tail

�

COMMERCIAL
DOVETAIL JIGS

Pm-----,-��
A GALLERY
OF DOVETAIL
JOINTS

Interchangeable-template jig
Permits router to cut dovetails with
one adjustment; includes guide bush
ing and router bits. (See page 285 for
Information on using this jig to cut
haff-blind dovetails.)

Blind dovetail
Used to hide
joinery in box
and carcase
construction.

Half-blind dovetail
The preferred joint between
drawer front and sides.

Decorative dovetails
Creative design of dovetails
emphasizes the joinery.

�

t] t'\' \> �

Dovetail square
Used to mark pins at the
appropriate angle; 1 :6 and
1 :8 models available.

Dovetail templates
11sec, With router and top-pilot
ed bits to
PtDduce through dovetails;
consists of one fixed
//In temp/ate and a
fixed tail template, each attached
to a
backup board. Pin
and tail boards are clamped to appr
opriate
'9a With ends
butted against fixed template and
faces flush
lga/nst backup boards.
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Template guides
Used with non-piloted bits
and attached to router sub
base to maintain uniform dis
tance between cutting edges
and template of dovetail jig.

Adjustable dovetail jig
Allows router to cut half-blind and throu
gh
dovetails with variable and adjustable
spacing and
width; a single adjustment sets width
and spacing of
pins and tails. Includes guide bushing
and route r bits.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JOINERY
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DOVETAIL JOINTS
CUTTING
A THROUGH
DOVETAIL
BY HAND

S

et a marking gauge to
the thickness of the tail
piece and scribe a shoulder
line
across both faces of
the pin board. Then lay out
the pins at the end of the pin
board following the sequence
shown at right. Using a dove
tail square [g], mark half-pins
at each edge. Make sure the
wide end of the pins is on
the inside comer of the joint.
Next, lay out full pins
between the half-pins. The
number of pins and tails
depends on the width of the
workpieces, but there is
no absolute rule as to their
size or spacing. For most

ill

drawers, marking two evenly
spaced pins between the
half-pins will produce a du
rable and attractive joint. The
width of the widest part of the
pins should be roughly the
same as the stock's thick
ness. Outline the pins be
tween the half-pins and mark
xs in each waste area as a
reminder of what should be
removed. Using a try square,
extend the pin lines down

to the shoulder lines on the
faces of the workpiece. To
cut the pins, the ideal tool is
a dovetail saw [[]. A back
saw works well too. Keep the
blade to the waste side of the
pin lines and stop sawing at
the shoulder line.
To remove the waste be
tween the pins, you can use
a coping saw or a band saw.
But the traditional method is
to chop them out with a mal-

/et and chisel (!j . Place the
board on a work surface with
the narrow sides of the pins
facing up. Next align a guide
boa rd along the sho ulde r
line and clamp this setup in
place. The chisel blade should
be no wider than the narrow
side of the waste sections.
Hold the chisel perfectly ver
tical with its flat face flush
against the guide board and
drive it about 1' inch into the
waste area. Remove the first
chip by tapping the chisel into
the end grain. Remove rough
ly half the thickness of the
waste this way, then flip the
board ove r and cho p out
the other half.

The completed pin board
may now be used as a tem
plate for laying out the tails.
Place the tail board inside
face up on the work surface
and set the pin board end
down on top of it [ID . Align
the outer face of the pin board
with the end of the tail board.
If you are working with long
boards, it is easier to clamp
the setup in place. Mark the
tails using a sharp pencil, then
extend the lines over the end
of the tail board and down to
the shoulder line on the other
face using the dovetail square.
Now saw the tails the same
way you cut the pins. When
the tail board is complete,

test-fit the joint and correct
any inaccuracies with a sharp
chisel before applying the glue
for final assembly.

CUTTING
A THROUGH
DOVETAIL
BY HAND

[!]

@]
square

Pin board
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DOVETAIL JOINTS
CUTTING A
HALF-BLIND
DOVETAIL
JOINT

I]]

T

he half-blind dovetail is the
most commonly used joint
for fastening drawer fronts to
sides. To lay out the joint,
begin by scribing a line along
the end of the pin member, or
drawer front, using a marking
gauge. This line represents the
length of the tails. The line
should be between two-thirds
and three-quarters the thick
ness of the pin piece away
from the inside face of the
board. Then, with the gauge
at the same setting, scribe a
shoulder line on the tail piece.
Next, adjust the gauge to the
thickness of the tail piece, or
drawer side, and scribe a
shoulder line [I] on the inside
face of the pin piece. Mark out
the pins on the ends and
inside faces of the pin board.
Use a dovetail square and try
square, following the same

284

Dovetail saw

spacing guidelines suggested
for the through dovetail (page
282). To cut the pins[g], saw
diagonally along the waste
side of each pin with a dovetail
saw. Be certain the kerf stops

at the line on the end of the
workpiece and the shoulder
line on its inside face. Next,
place the workpiece inside
face up on your drill press
table �- Using a Forstner

bit no larg er than the nar
rowest par t of the was te
sections, dril l out as much
was te as pos sible; sto p
when the bit reaches the line
on the boa rd end. Fina lly,
clamp the boa rd to a wor k
surface with a guid e bloc k
@] aligned with the shoulder
line on the face. Pare awa y
the rem aini ng waste with a
chisel, tapp ing the han dle
with a mal let to cut to the
marked lines.

0

ne of the easiest and along the
tail board, remov
most reliable ways to cut ing part
of the waste. To fin
a dovetail is to use one of the ish the
job, feed the tool in
many commercial dovetail jigs the opp
osite direction, mov
on the market. Although some ing the
bit in and out of the
cabinetmakers complain that
the joints they cut hav e a
mass-produced look and lack
the individual appeal of hand
cut dovetails, they guarantee
precise results joint after joint.
The jig shown at right allows
you to cut the pins and tails
of a half-blind dovetail joint
with a single setup. For this
model, the pin and tail pieces
are clamped to the jig and the
proper template is fixed
on
lop of the boards. Follow
the
manutacturer's instructio
ns
for the correct setup.
Install
the appropriate bit and
tem
lllate guide in your router,
then
rout the joint in two
passes.
First, guide the
router in a
straig ht line from righ
t to left

CUTTING A
HALF-BLIND
DOVETAIL
JOINT

0
slots between the template's
fingers. Keep the template
guid e in contact with the
edges of the fingers through
out the operation.

ROUTING
HALF-BLIND
DOVETAILS
WITH A COM
MERCIAL JIG
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BOX JOINTS

T

he box joint is similar to the dovetail,
but with non-tapered fingers instead of
pins and tails. Since the fingers can slide apart
in rwo directions, the box joint does not resist
tension as well as the dovetail. Still, the fin
gers provide plenty of long-grain gluing sur
face to make this a very sturdy joint.

COMMON
BOX JOINTS
Box joint

Used for durable, utilitarian
boxes; finger width is usually
equal to stock thickness.

:,-

The greatest advantage of the basic box
joint over the dovetail is its ease of construc
tion. As shown on page 287, the joint can be
cut with a table saw and a simple jig.
Variations of the box joint, such as the half
blind joint and the false box joint, are more
complex, but they can all be done by machine.

T

he basic box joint is most
easily cut on the table
saw, as shown on this page.
Install a dado head the same
width as the fingers of the joint
and adjust the cutting height
to the thickness of the stock.
Next, prepare a miter gauge
extension by cutting two notch
es [I] in the bottom of a 1 x 4.
The space between the notch
es should be the same as the
width of the dado head. Then
glue a small wooden block
into the first notch to produce
a key that protrudes from
the extension by slightly more
than the thickness of the
stock. Mount the extension to
the miter gauge with the sec
ond notch in line with the
dado head. To cut the fingers
[Ijfor the joint, butt one piece
end down against the miter

MAKING A
BOX JOINT

gauge extension. With the
edge of the stock flush
against the key, make the first
pass. Next, move the work
piece over, slipping the notch
you just cut down over the
key, and make the second
pass. Continue this process
until all of the notches in the
first workpiece have been cut.

Now reverse the board, set
the opposite face against the
miter gauge extension, and
place the first notch you cut
over the key. Butt the edge of
the mating piece [ID against
the first board and make a
pass. Continue to notch the
second workpiece.
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RULE JOINT

N

NT
ANATOMY OF A RULE JOI
Clearance for
finish and wood

,,,,
'
.... -•',,,,
,,,,
,,,,
,,'

Drop leaf

MAKING A
RULE JOINT

�

Fillet depth

Cutter radius
'

M

Round-·over bit
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1

c::@-s

ake a rule joint using a
router. Start by round
ing over the edge of the table
top and cutting a cove in the
edge of the dro p lea f. As
shown in the illustration above,
nt
the most critical requireme
ge
hin
the
of
ter
is that the cen
of
pin align with the centers

ERY
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JOIN

Hinge pin
i ght

perma
ot all joints are designed to be
k mor
tus
nently bonded together. The
a
le of joint
tise-and-tenon is an examp
, but easy to
designed to be rigid while in use
used in tres
disassemble. It was commonly
table to be
tle dinner tables, allowing the
way between
knocked down and set out of the
joint is the rule
meals. Another space-saving
lly used in
joint, a decorative joint norma
hinged pieces
drop-leaf tables. It features two
d-over edge
that mesh together. The rounde
e cut along
of the tabletop mates with a cov
the edge of the drop leaf.

ishing materials and wood
the rou nd- ove r arc and the
h movement. Oncethe drop leaf
cov e arc. The fille t in bot
top
t has been coved, place the
pieces must be of the correc
a
on
n
t and drop leaf face dow
depth. To determine the fille
the
all
work surface and inst
depth, add the radius of
hinges. These must be mor
either cutter to the height of
tised into place on the under
the hinge pin and sub tra ct
side of the pieces.
your total fro m the thickness
of the top.
To shape the edge of the
top, install a piloted round-over
bit [I] in your router and make
t
two passes. Hold the pilo
against the edge and the
router's base plate flat on the
workpiece. To cove the drop
leaf, use a piloted cove bit the
same diameter as the round
over bit. Mount the router in
a table� and align the fence
,
with the bit's pilot. Again
the
ore
Bef
.
ses
pas
two
make
second pass, shape a piece of
scrap and test it against the
rounded-over edge of the
table. The fit must be exact
with some clearance for fin-

'<.J'\ l..:!t

jlQUES

h!le
\lfl\,/ pieces

will highlight the
joints that work best
crafted furni
in each situation.
exactly the sa
Pieces that feature
do not have
box-like frameworks,
vent the whe
or carcases, such as
every new proje
bookcase
s, chests of
.!94
erations of craftsmen
Beds
drawers, and armoires,
295
have blazed a well
Solid-panel Construction
are commonly built
296
marked trail, laying
Frame-and-panel Construction 298
from either solid wood
down principles and
Edge Banding
panels or framed pan
302
techniques that can be
Shelving
els. A review of solid
304
applied to even the
Tops and Bottoms
wood-panel construc
308
most basic projects.
Drawers
tion techniques begins
310
This chapter will ex
Doors
on page 296. Buil
316
plore how you can fush
Legs
ding frame-and-panel
318
ion solid and appealing
Leg-to-rai l Joints
furniture is examined
322
furniture using these
starting on page 298.
time-tested methods
The discussion then
and skills.
shifts to adapting the
Beginning on page 290, the chapter sur basic carcase by installing shelves (page 304),
veys several types of furniture that wood tops and bottoms (page 308), drawers (page
workers typically build, including bookcases, 310), and doors (page 316). The chapter con
chests of drawers, tables, chairs, armoires, cludes with a section on legs (page 318).
and beds. The focus is on the structure of Included are step-by-st ep instructio ns
the pieces. Although in virtually every ins on making two popular leg styles-tapered
tance there are various joinery options for and cabriole legs-and on connecting legs
connecting the parts together, the chapter to rails.
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